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"The juice market struggles with a sugary, unhealthy
reputation and stiff competition from other beverages.
However, younger adults, parents and Hispanics show
high engagement and strong interest in new flavors and
functional claims in beverages, which create opportunity
for expanding reach and consumption occasion."
- Mimi Bonnett, Director - Food and Drink,
Foodservice
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Juice market takes another sales blow
Sugar, calories, and weight drive down juice consumption
Juice garners mixed consumer perceptions; loses out on hydration
Generation Z and Millennials can re-energize the market
Get functional
Get clean
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Penetration is high overall
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Juice Purchase
Nearly nine in 10 have purchased juice in past three months
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Increased Consumption of Juice and Juiced Drinks
About a fifth report consuming more juice than a year ago
Figure 22: Consumption frequency compared to a year ago, January 2019
Young adults, Gen Zs, drinking more juice
Figure 23: Consumption frequency compared to a year ago, by generation, January 2019
Parents and Hispanics more likely to drinking more
Figure 24: Consumption frequency compared to a year ago, by parental status and Hispanic origin, January 2019

Reasons for Consumption Changes
Healthy indulgence is a hallmark for category innovation
Figure 25: Reasons for not drinking the same amount of juice or more juice, January 2018
Men cite a wider range of motives for juice consumption
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Gen Zs drink more in quest for new flavors, formats, and occasions
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Parents eager for more flavors
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Reasons for Reduced Juice Consumption
Sugary reputation drives down juice consumption
Figure 29: Reasons for drinking less juice or juice drinks, January 2019
Women are especially concerned with juice’s sugar and calories
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…and men are more price sensitive
Figure 30: Reasons related to taste, diet, and sugar, for drinking less juice or juice drinks, by gender, January 2019
Aging enhances sugar concerns
Figure 31: Reasons for drinking less juice or juice drinks, by generation, January 2019

Motivating Factors When Selecting Juice/Juice Drinks
Clean, low-sugar formulations fall short of flavor and price
Figure 32: Factors considered important when purchasing juice and juice drinks, January 2019
Flavor and sugar top the wish list
Figure 33: TURF analysis – Important juice factors, January 2019
“Free from” identity key to reaching women
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Older consumers seek mix of hard claims, while flavor is first for Gen Z
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Figure 36: Factors considered important when purchasing, by Hispanic origin, January 2019

Beverage Quality Associations
100% juice and smoothies widely seen as tasty, nutritious, and natural
Juice drinks are tasty but also high-sugar and less natural
Water serves as a model for all drinks
Figure 37: Correspondence analysis – Symmetrical map – Competitive context, January 2019

Flavor and Ingredient Interest
Citrus and berry flavors plus natural sweeteners
Figure 38: Beverage flavor and ingredient interest, January 2019
Gen Z eager for more flavors and natural sweeteners
Figure 39: Flavor interest, by generation, January 2019
Millennial consumers eager for more varied, subtle, and sophisticated flavor notes
Figure 40: Flavor interest, part II, by generation, January 2019
Younger consumers eager for juices with superfoods and CBD
Figure 41: Ingredient interest, by generation, January 2019
Drinks with superfoods and natural sweeteners appeal to parents
Figure 42: Juice flavor and ingredient interest, by parental status, January 2019

Features and Functionality Interest
Opportunity is strong for juices offering functional benefits
Figure 43: Beverage features and functionality interest, January 2019
Men eager for juices to boost energy, women to enhance beauty
Figure 44: Beverage features and functionality interest, by gender, January 2019
Gen Z looks to juices for energy and relaxation
Figure 45: Beverage features and functionality interest, by generation, January 2019
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Millennials seek digestion and immunity
Figure 46: Beverage features and functionality related to beauty and digestion, by generation, January 2019
Parents are eager for multifunctional juices
Figure 47: Beverage features and functionality interest, by parental status, January 2019
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